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We discuss the properties of p-adic analogues of the logistic

and Smale horseshoe maps, and adapt them to form possible

practical pseudo-random number generators. The properties of

these practical modifications are studied in detail in the case

p = 2.Many people have considered chaotic maps to bea source of randomness; however, from a compu-tational viewpoint the classical chaotic maps arenot particularly suited for machine computation.Computers live in the discrete world whilst classi-cal chaotic maps are usually de�ned on real mani-folds. In this paper we present a possible remedyto this problem, namely a theory of chaos over thep-adic numbers.Consider the thought experiment of performingan in�nite sequence of independent throws of anunbiased die with p faces, (p a prime, most no-tably p = 2). The space of all possible outcomes,C, clearly identi�es with the direct product of acountable number of copies of a discrete set with pelements. The set C carries with it a natural topol-ogy, under which it is a Cantor set. In addition Chas an invariant probability measure, �, under theshift operator T : C ! C where (T (x))i = xi+1.More precisely, �(T�1(E)) = �(E) for all measur-able subsets E of C (see [Taylor 1973, Chapter 7,p. 187]; note that T is not one-one).Thus if we wish to construct an \idealised" ran-dom number generator with seed-spaceK, we mustde�ne an isomorphism� : K ! C;which parametrises the outcomes of the experi-ment. Clearly � induces a mapping
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334 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 7 (1998), No. 4V : K ! Kcorresponding to T : C ! C. Therefore we mustconstruct an appropriate discrete dynamical sys-tem (K;V ) equivalent to (C; T ), and the dynami-cal system (K;V ) must exhibit chaotic behaviourin that it should be sensitive to initial conditions.Clearly for ease of implementation, analysis etc. itwould be helpful if V were given by a simple for-mula and this would be facilitated if K had somearithmetic structure and V was say a polynomialfunction.The set K, like C, will be a Cantor set and so inparticular it will be totally disconnected. There-fore we cannot base the arithmetic structure on Ror C . However, we can take K to be Zp, the ring ofp-adic integers, or even Zp � Zp etc. Now in prac-tice only a small selection of seeds from K, thosehaving short descriptions in some sense, could beused. Clearly, with the above choices for K, thenatural approach would be to select seeds from N ,or N � N . Thus we must also ensure that suchchoices provide us with seeds in K that are genericwith respect to V or pseudo random in some strongsense. In particular the seeds should not have even-tually periodic orbits under V . If the resulting se-quence of bits was to be used in a stream cipherwe would require the additional property that itshould be hard to recover the seed from knowledgeof a large portion of the sequence, (at least notwithout the use of a considerable amount of com-puting power).
1. p-ADIC CHAOSIt is well known that quite simple polynomial map-pings f : R n ! R n in one or several real variablescan give rise, via iteration, to discrete dynamicalsystems that exhibit chaotic behaviour in the sensethat they have sensitive dependence on initial con-ditions and admit an invariant Cantor set, C. Theaction of f on C is sometimes \topologically equiv-alent" to the more transparent action of the usualshift operator on a space of sequences of symbols

taken from a �nite alphabet. This is called \sym-bolic dynamics"; see [Newhouse 1980], for example.Entirely analogous behaviour can also be ob-served for certain p-adic polynomial mappings (fora prime p); see [Thiran et al. 1989], for example.However, there is now the unifying feature that thering of p-adic integers, Zp, is both a p-adic analyticmanifold and a Cantor set (unlike in the real case).This allows for a smoother transition from the an-alytic to the symbolic in the p-adic case.In this paper we �rst introduce p-adic analoguesof two of the best known \real" examples: the lo-gistic map x! 4x(1 � x)and (a polynomial realisation of) the Smale horse-shoe map (x; y)! (y; ax+ by2 + c)for suitable a; b and c. The associated symbolicdynamics in each case is respectively a one-sidedshift and a full shift on two symbols. This is alsothe case for the p-adic analogues below, except nowthere are p symbols rather than two.The analogous chaotic p-adic logistic and Smalehorseshoe maps will then be considered as \ide-alised" random number generators and \practical"modi�cations of them will then be analysed in somedetail when p = 2. These practical implementa-tions appear to display certain statistical strengthand possess some interesting properties.If p denotes a prime number, we de�ne the p-adiclogistic map to beL : Zp ! Zpx 7! (xp � x)=p :Note that (xp�x)=p 2 Zp by Fermat's Small The-orem and when p = 2 we obtain a map reminis-cent of the \standard" logistic map x! cx(1�x),where c is some constant.Firstly we note that L is sensitive to initial condi-tions in the sense that if x; y 2 Zp with vp(x�y) =



Woodcock and Smart: p-adic Chaos and Random Number Generation 335n � 1 then vp(L(x) � L(y)) = n � 1. To see thisnote thatxp � ypx� y = xp�1+xp�2y+ � � �+xyp�2+ yp�1 2 pZpas vp(x� y) � 1. NowL(x)� L(y) = x� yp �xp � ypx� y � 1� ;and hence vp(L(x) � L(y)) = n� 1.We next determine the symbolic dynamics of thediscrete dynamical system (Zp; L). Denote the re-duction modulo p of x 2 Zp by �x 2 F p, and setX =Yi�0(F p)iby which we mean the direct product of a count-able sequence of copies of F p, each with the discretetopology. On X we de�ne the continuous shift op-erator, T : X ! X, by (T (x))i = xi+1 for allx = (xi) 2 X. This is the crucial result:
Theorem 1. There is a homeomorphism � : Zp ! Xsuch that T � � = � � L.
Proof. We de�ne � by (�(z))i = Li(z) for all z 2 Zpso that clearly � is continuous and T � � = � � L.Since Zp andX are both compact Hausdor� spacesit now only remains to show that � is injective andhas a dense image.Let N � 1 and suppose that x; y 2 Zp. Then(�(x))i = (�(y))i for 0 � i � N � 1 if and only ifvp(Li(x) � Li(y)) � 1 for 0 � i � N � 1. But thislast statement holds if and only if vp(x � y) � Nas L is sensitive to initial conditions in the sensedescribed above. Therefore � is injective and nat-urally induces an injective mapping�N : Zp=pNZp ! N�1Yi=0 (F p)i:This mapping is surjective for each N � 1 as bothsides have order pN and so � has a dense imagein X. �

A more constructive proof of the surjectivity of �can be obtained using Hensel's Lemma; however,we will not make use of this construction.From the above theorem we see that the dy-namical systems (Zp; L) and (X;T ) are topologi-cally conjugate, which means that many propertiesof (Zp; L) can be read o� directly from the moretransparent (but equivalent) symbolic representa-tion (X;T ). In particular:
(i) The periodic (or eventually periodic) points un-der L form a countable dense set in Zp. For eachN � 1 there are precisely pN points of perioddividing N . These periodic points are repulsiveand comprise a complete set of coset represen-tatives for pNZp in Zp.
(ii) The non-periodic (or not eventually periodic)points form an uncountable dense subset of Zpand indeed there exists a dense orbit.
(iii) For each N � 1 and x 2 Zp, the set fL�N(x)gconsists of a complete set of coset representa-tives for pNZp in Zp.
(iv) The map L preserves the Haar measure on Zp(in the sense that m(L�1(E)) = m(E) for allmeasurable subsets E of Zp; note that from theproof of Theorem 1 above � induces the bijec-tion �N and so carries the Haar measure m onZp into the standard shift invariant probabilitymeasure � on X.)
(v) Each x 2 N >3 is not eventually periodic.As the map L is then a chaotic map from Zp to Zpwe could use it as a theoretical way of generating\random" elements of F p. We start with an initialrandom seed x0 2 N >3, compute xi = Li(x0) andthen the \random" elements of F p can be chosento be xi. This seems to be an idea worth investi-gating due to the repulsive nature of the periodicpoints and the fact that elements of N >3 give riseto sequences that are not eventually periodic.We now de�ne the p-adic Smale horseshoe mapto be S : Z2p ! Z2p(x; y) 7! (y; x+ L(y)) ;



336 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 7 (1998), No. 4see [Newhouse 1980, pp. 17{18] for the analogousconstruction over the real numbers. Analogues ofthe Smale horseshoe map in the p-adic numbershave been considered before in [Arrowsmith andVivaldi 1993]; however, the above is a more suitableanalogue in this context.We �rst observe that S is a homeomorphismwith inverse S�1(x; y) = (y � L(x); x). Note thatwhat we have here is a \kneading map" [Lagarias1990]. That the Smale horseshoe map is a knead-ing map could lead one to consider its use possiblyin Feistel type ciphers given the dual nature of Sand S�1. We shall not pursue this line of enquiryfurther in this paper.If (x; y) 2 Zp � Zp and m 2 Z then we put(xm; ym) = Sm(x; y):The map S is hyperbolic in the sense that the al-most constant Jacobian matrix of S at each pointhas eigenvalues, �1; �2 2 Q p, with �1�2 = �1 andvp(�1) = �1, vp(�2) = 1. More concretely, supposethat (x; y); (x�; y�) 2 Zp � Zp with vp(x � x�) =m � 1 and vp(y � y�) = n � 1, (we allow for thepossibility that m or n is in�nity). Then, usingthat L is sensitive to initial conditions, we easilyobtain that S; S�1 are sensitive to initial condi-tions:
(i) vp(x1�x�1) = n and vp(y1�y�1) � min(m;n�1)with equality if m � n.
(ii) vp(y�1�y��1) =m and vp(x�1�x��1) � min(m�1; n) with equality if m � n.Thus by recursion it follows that if m � n thenvp(yn � y�n) = 0 while if m � n then vp(x�m �x��m) = 0 and so in any case (x; y); (x�; y�) can beseparated modulo p on applying a suitable Sr (forsome integer r).We next determine the symbolic dynamics of thediscrete dynamical system (Zp � Zp; S). PutY =Yi2Z(F p)iand de�ne the shift operator T : Y ! Y by putting(T (x))i = xi+1 for all x = (xi) 2 Y . With this def-

inition we note that T is a homeomorphism. Thenwe will show below (in Theorem 2) that (Zp�Zp; S)is topologically conjugate to (Y; T ), in other wordsthere is a homeomorphism 	 : Zp � Zp ! Y suchthat 	 � S = T �	.As in the case of the p-adic logistic map we willthus be able to read o� the main properties about(Zp�Zp; S) directly from its symbolic representa-tion, (Y; T ), which is now a full p-shift rather thana one-sided p-shift.
(i) Just as in the case of the logistic map, the pe-riodic points of S form a countable dense setof points in Zp � Zp. For each N � 1 thereare precisely pN points of period dividing N . Inthis case the periodic points are not repulsivebut exhibit expansive and contracting featuresin di�erent directions.
(ii) The non-periodic points form an uncountabledense subset of Zp�Zp. In addition there existsa dense orbit.
(iii) The map S preserves the Haar measure on thespace Zp � Zp. (Note that from the proof ofTheorem 2 below 	 induces the bijection 	Nand so carries the Haar measurem(x)�m(y) onZp�Zp to the standard shift invariant measure� on Y . Alternatively this can be seen directlyfrom the de�nition of S since the Haar measurem(x) � m(y) is invariant under interchange ofvariables x; y and the Haar measure m(x) onthe �rst factor Zp is translation invariant.)
(iv) Every element (x; y) 2 N >0 � N >0 n f(1; 1)g isnon-periodic.Now all that remains is to prove that (Zp �Zp; S)and (Y; T ) are topologically conjugate.
Theorem 2. There is a homeomorphism 	 : Zp �Zp ! Y such that 	 � S = T �	.
Proof. We set (	(x; y))i = �xifor all (x; y) 2 Zp �Zp so that clearly 	 is contin-uous and 	 � S = T � 	. Just as in the previous



Woodcock and Smart: p-adic Chaos and Random Number Generation 337case of the logistic map all that is left is to showthat 	 is injective and has a dense image.Let N � 1 and suppose that (x; y); (x�; y�) 2Zp�Zp. Then as S; S�1 are sensitive to the initialconditions we deduce that(	(x; y))i = (	(x�; y�))i for �N + 1 � i � Nif and only ifvp(x� x�) � N and vp(y � y�) � N:Therefore 	 is injective and naturally induces aninjective mapping	N : Zp=pNZp � Zp=pNZp ! NYi=�N+1(F p)i:The domain and codomain of this map both haveorder p2N and so 	N is surjective. This then im-plies that 	 has a dense image in Y as required. �
2. A FINITE APPROXIMATIONClearly if we wish to compute the chaotic sequencesxi = L(xi�1) or (xi; yi) = S(xi�1; yi�1)in a computer then the initial starting points, x0 or(x0; y0), would have to be chosen in Zp\Z = Z, as acomputer cannot represent a general p-adic integerto arbitrary accuracy. This should not present aproblem for our sequence of elements of F p, bi = xi.If the initial starting point is truly a random ele-ment of Z, (resp. Z2), then the resulting sequenceof elements of F p should behave chaotically andwould then look \random" to an observer.However, the size of the integers involved in-creases with every step we take along our sequence.In general it will take p-times as long to computethe next element of F p as it did the current one.One way to overcome this is to work to some �xedlevel of p-adic precision, rather like one does in thereal case, for examplex0i = L(x0i�1) (mod pe) and b0i = x0i;

or respectively(x0i; y0i) = S(x0i�1; y0i�1) (mod pe) and b0i = x0i:Unfortunately the resulting sequence will no longerbe chaotic, indeed it is ultimately periodic. How-ever, the �rst e elements of the sequence, (b0i), willbe the same as the �rst e elements of the sequence(bi) and so if e is large enough this may be su�cientfor our application.For the rest of this section we shall concentrateon the logistic map in the case p = 2 and e � 3(we would expect to obtain similar results to theones below for the Smale horseshoe map). In thiscase we prove that the resulting logistic map has aremarkable structure, and is likely to possess a verylarge orbit. The �rst choice we have to make is fora set of coset representatives for Z=2eZ. We shallchoose as our set of coset representatives Xe =f1; 2; 3; : : : ; 2eg and then our logistic map becomesthe mapLe : Xe ! Xex 7! (x(x� 1)=2) (mod 2e):Our �rst result is the following:
Lemma 3. With the choice of coset representativesXe above, the map Le is a permutation of Xe.
Proof. We clearly need only show that Le is an in-jective map so suppose that x; y 2 Xe and Le(x) =Le(y). Then we must have (x � y)(x + y � 1) � 0(mod 2e+1). If x and y have the same parity thenx � y � 0 (mod 2e+1) and so x = y. If, however,x and y have opposite parity then x + y � 1 � 0(mod 2e+1), which is clearly impossible if we choosex; y 2 Xe. �We can also prove the following:
Theorem 4. As a permutation of Xe the map Le iseven.
Proof. Let � denote a primitive 2e-th root of unityin C , and let x� denote the involution on Xe givenby x! x� = 2e + 1� x:



338 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 7 (1998), No. 4For all x 2 Xe we have �Le(x) = �x(x�1)=2, �x� =�1�x and �Le(x�) = ��Le(x). The sign of Le as apermutation is then given by� = Y1�i<j�2e �Le(i) � �Le(j)� i � �j :Using the above involution and some rather messyalgebra one can then show that � = 1. Due tospace constraints we leave the details to the reader.�It turns out that as e increases we obtain longerand longer cycles, as the next theorem demon-strates, in a very weak way.
Theorem 5. Given r 2 N and " > 0 there exists anN0 2 N such that for all e � N0 the fraction of xin Xe lying in a cycle of length greater than r isgreater than 1� ".
Proof. Let 1 � r � e � 1 and let x 2 Xe withLre(x) = x. Suppose that y 2 Xe with y 6= x and2rjx � y. Then there is an s such that 2s exactlydivides x � y with r � s � e � 1. Hence 2s�1divides Le(x)�Le(y) and by recursion 2s�r dividesLre(x)�Lre(y) = x�Lre(y). Thus Lre(y) 6= y. Hence��fx 2 Xe : Lre(x) = xg�� � 2r, and so��fx2Xe :Lme (x)=x for some m with 1�m�rg��� rXm=1 2m < 2r+1:Therefore��fx 2Xe : x lies in a cycle of length> rg��jXej > (2e � 2r+1)=2e= 1� 2r+1�e:The result follows on choosing N0 = r+1� log2(").�We computed for various values of e the maximumperiod and the expected period for the map Le. Forvalues of e � 19 these were computed accurately;however, for e � 20 the values were determined

using a Monte-Carlo simulation method of com-puting the cycle lengths generated from a randomseed pulled out of Xe. The values of the expectedand maximum cycle lengths were then normalizedby dividing the result by 2e. Our results are sum-marized in Table 1.e exp. max. e exp. max.3 0:8203 0:8750 15 0:3918 0:55794 0:3303 0:3750 16 0:5337 0:70445 0:4016 0:5312 17 0:3453 0:47236 0:4806 0:6406 18 0:6372 0:78757 0:3943 0:4531 19 0:7874 0:88578 0:4933 0:5664 20 0:58 0:73799 0:3320 0:5351 21 0:33 0:438010 0:2269 0:2754 22 0:36 0:421611 0:4103 0:5839 23 0:47 0:639512 0:3523 0:4497 24 0:53 0:725813 0:4604 0:6399 25 0:94 0:971214 0:5622 0:7268 26 0:59 0:7380
TABLE 1. Normalized cycle lengths for the �nitelogistic map (exp. = expected, max. = maximum).As the table demonstrates, we have a good chanceof obtaining a large cycle for a randomly chosenseed. Thus our theorem above appears to be fartoo pessimistic and it would be nice to obtain amore accurate result. In the next section we detaila heuristic reason why we believe one to exist.It is interesting to note that Golomb [1964] em-pirically discovered that the normalised expectedmaximum cycle length of a random permutationon n-symbols tended to 0:62432 : : : as n tended toin�nity, a result proved by Shepp and Lloyd [1966].Hence our normalized expected cycle lengths ap-pear to be quite good when compared to what onewould expect from a random permutation on Xe.

3. PERIODIC POINTS FOR LeFor each x 2 Z2 we let rede(x) denote the uniqueelement of Xe such that x � rede(x) (mod 2e). Inwhat follows a periodic point of Xe will mean apoint periodic with respect to the map Le, whilst



Woodcock and Smart: p-adic Chaos and Random Number Generation 339a periodic point of Z2 will mean a point periodicwith respect to the map L.
Condition (ye)An element x 2 Z2 is said to satisfy condition (ye)if rede+1(x) = rede(x):Thus the setZ = fx 2 Z2 : x satis�es condition (ye)ghas Haar measure 12 and is the union of 2e of the2e+1 cosets of 2e+1Z2 in Z2. The set Z is also \welldistributed" in the sense that one coset of 2e+1Z2in Z is contained in each of the cosets of 2eZ2 in Z2.Our main result of this section links the periodicpoints of Le to the periodic points of the map L :Z2 ! Z2.
Theorem 6. There is a one to one correspondencebetween the points y 2 Xe of exact period k, for1 � k � 2e, and the periodic points x 2 Z2 of exactperiod k such that if 0 � i � k � 1 then
1. Li(x) satis�es condition (ye) and
2. if Li(x) � x (mod 2e) then i = 0.
Proof. Suppose that y 2 Xe has exact period kso that Lke(y) = y and Lle(y) 6= y for 1 � l �k� 1. Then by the symbolic dynamics for L thereis a unique x 2 Z2 with Lm(x) � Lme (y) (mod 2)for all m � 0. Now since L is sensitive to initialconditions we obtain successivelyLr(Lme (y)) � Lre(Lme (y)) (mod 2e�r+1)for 0 � r � e. ThereforeLr(Lm(x)) = Lr+m(x) � Lr+me (y)� Lre(Lme (y)) � Lr(Lme (y)) (mod 2)for 0 � r � e and soLm(x) � Lme (y) (mod 2e+1)for all m � 0. Hence x is clearly a periodic pointof exact period k satisfying the conditions of thetheorem and rede(x) = y.

Conversely, suppose that x 2 Z2 is a periodicpoint of exact period k satisfying the conditions ofthe theorem. Put y = rede(x) 2 Xe. Then Lk(x) =x, Ll(x) 6� x (mod 2e) for 1 � l � k � 1 andrede+1(Lm(x)) = rede(Lm(x)) 2 Xe for all m � 0.HenceLe(rede(Lm(x))) = Le(rede+1(Lm(x)))� L(rede+1(Lm(x))� L(Lm(x)) � Lm+1(x)� rede(Lm+1(x)) (mod 2e):Therefore Le(rede(Lm(x)) = rede(Lm+1(x)) and soLme (y) = rede(Lm(x)) for all m � 0. Hence y =rede(x) 2 Xe is a periodic point of exact period k.Further Lm(x) � rede(Lm(x)) � Lme (y) (mod 2)for all m � 0 and so the required one to one corre-spondence follows. �Now let �e denote the number of cycles in the cycledecomposition of Le. Then clearly for each R � 1the proportion of elements of Xe lying in cycles oflength greater than R is at least 1 � R�e=2e. Inparticular if �e is O(eh) for some h � 1 then foreach " 2 (0; 1) the proportion of elements of Xelying in cycles of length greater than 2(1�")e tendsto one as e!1. If we can prove that �e = O(eh)then we would have greatly strengthened Theorem5. Our numerical evidence above seems to supportthis assumption, as does the following heuristic ar-gument:
Conjecture. �e = O(e).
Heuristic Reasoning. We �rst make the plausible as-sumption that the periodic points of Z2 of exactperiod k, with 1 � k � 2e (which are in general so-lutions of polynomial equations of high degree), are\well distributed" with respect to condition (ye).Therefore we expect that the statement\x satis�es the conditions of Theorem 6"should hold with \probability" at most 2�k, insome very ill de�ned sense. For each k � 1 there



340 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 7 (1998), No. 4are precisely Ak =Xdjk �(d)2k=dperiodic points of L of exact period k, so that Ak �2k. Thus the \expected" number of cycles of lengthk in Xe should be at most Ak2�k=k � 1=k and theexpected total number �e of cycles for Le will thenbe at most 2eXk=1 1=k � log(2e) + 1 = O(e):A random permutation also exhibits the propertythat the expected number of cycles is of the or-der of the logarithm of the length of the permu-tation; see [Goncharov 1944]. In addition our nu-merical investigation seemed to support the claimthat �e = O(e).Note for the \chaotic" map L on Z2 there aremany periodic orbits but they have total measurezero in Z2. The permutation Le of the �nite setXe may be thought of as an approximation to Lin some sense, even though now of course everyorbit is periodic. The mechanism described abovewould ensure that there are \few" cycles in thecycle decomposition of Le and so a low proportionof elements of Xe would lie in short cycles.
Lemma 7. The only value of e for which the cycledecomposition of Xe can contain a transposition ise = 1.
Proof. There are two periodic points of L in Z2of exact period 2, namely the roots of x2 + x +2 = 0. Suppose that e � 1 and x1; x2 are the twoperiodic points of exact order 2 and assume theyboth satisfy condition (ye). Let y1; y2 2 Xe be suchthat xi � yi (mod 2e+1), theny1 + y2 = 2e+1 � 1and so y1 = 2e and y2 = 2e� 1, while also y1y2 � 2(mod 2e+1) and so 2e � 2 (mod 2e+1). The onlyway this can happen is when e = 1. �

4. KICKING AWAY THE SMALL ORBITSReturning to our application to a random num-ber generator we see that even with these largecycles existing there is the chance that the cycleobtained, from any given seed, will have a smalllength. It is this problem that we try to overcomein this section. One way we can overcome the smallcycle problem is to periodically reseed the genera-tor using some other map. We call this reseeding\kicking" and we shall describe the details belowin the context of the Smale horseshoe map. A sim-ilar discussion could be given for the logistic mapas well.We assume we are working to a �xed modulus2e so our resulting stream of bits \shadows" thetrue chaotic stream of bits for only 2e of the bits.More explicitly if we know b0n�e+1; : : : ; b0e+n then wecan recover (x0n; y0n). But the value of b0e+1+n willbe dependent on the noise accumulated by work-ing modulo 2e and may not be the output had weworked to in�nite 2-adic precision.However, one could hope that even the result-ing stream, (b0i), will be random enough. Afterall we could consider that after every e bits the\noise" accumulated from our rounding operationproduces a \random" new initial state and so on.Alas this is not the case. As the map S is nowfrom X2e to X2e , the sequence (x0i) cannot help be-ing eventually periodic. One way to describe whatis happening is that the sequence (x0i) \shadows"the 2-adically chaotic sequence (xi), but with lessand less accuracy due to the build up of noise. Thesequence (xi) will, with probability zero, be peri-odic as the periodic points of S have measure zeroin Zp�Zp; however, the sequence (x0i) cannot helpbeing periodic.We need to occasionally perturb our map slightlyso it does not fall into a small period. We do thisby takingSe : Xe �Xe ! Xe �Xe(x; y) 7! (y; x+ Le(y) + Le(z));



Woodcock and Smart: p-adic Chaos and Random Number Generation 341where z is some random input; the point of passingz through Le is to hide any linearity in the gener-ator that produces z. For most of the time we setLe(z) = 0, and then at random points in time wetake z to come from a uniform distribution on Xe.As we have mentioned before if the resultingstream is to be used for cryptography we not onlyneed that the stream behaves as a random sequencebut that knowledge of a long portion of the se-quence does not provide knowledge of the rest ofthe sequence (at least without expending a hugecomputing e�ort). For our original theoretical p-adic random number generator this was no problembut for the practical version above this is a prob-lem. Without the kicking mechanism the completesequence could be obtained with only the knowl-edge of 2e consecutive bits of output. Hence thekicking mechanism not only reduces the chancesof our bit stream falling into a period but it alsomakes the recovery of the seed a much harder prob-lem.However, an attack could perhaps use the prob-ability of whether a kick occurs at a certain bitto deduce information about the seed. We there-fore need to determine a mechanism that describeswhen the kicks occur and that gives negligible prob-abilistic information to an attacker.After some thought we decided on the followingscheme. A linear feedback shift register (LFSR)of maximal period is used to output bits that areadded onto a counter. Once the counter has reacheda certain threshold, T , a kick is applied and thecounter reset to zero. If one is not so worried aboutsomeone recovering the seed and one only wants toavoid the problem of falling into a small periodthen the threshold level can be chosen to be quitehigh as our numerical experiments on the logisticmap suggest.If we assume the LFSR outputs bits with a uni-form distribution, then the probability of a kickoccurring at the nth bit is given byp(n) = q(n) + n�TXi=T p(i)q(n� i);

where q(n) = 12n�� nT ���n� 1T ��:The expected length of time between kicks thencomes out at around 2T and the chance of going4T bits without a kick occurring is negligible.If you graph the function p(n) for some choiceof T then you notice that it oscillates around �1=(2T ) with a period of 2T bits. However, theamplitudes decrease over time so after a while thefunction appears to behave as a constant function.Hence if the output from the bit stream is usedfrom this point onwards it appears as if no statisti-cal properties of when the kick occurs can be usedin any cryptanalysis.In practice we decided to take e = 32, then allarithmetic can be done in 64 bits, which just hap-pened to be the length of the data-type unsignedlong long for our C++ compiler. We used thestandard C command rand() to produce the ran-dom kicks z; however, any non-constant functionseemed to be able to be used here, with no degra-dation of statistical properties.This meant the key-size (or size of data needed tostart the bit stream) was (232)4 = 2128. This con-sisted of two 32-bit integers for (x0; y0), one 32-bitinteger for the seed for the random number gener-ator and one to initialise the 32-bit LFSR. In ourexperiments we decided to take T = 16 = e=2.The resulting code produced around 150;000 bitsper second on a Silicon Graphics R5000 worksta-tion. The resulting stream of bits was tested forstatistical randomness using the Frequency, Auto-correlation, Serial, Runs and Linear Complexitytests. In addition we tested the resulting streamsagainst Maurer's Test [Maurer 1992]. Sequencesof various lengths and various subsequences weretested. For every sequence and test applied thetests accepted the null hypothesis, that the se-quences were indeed random, at a con�dence levelof ninety �ve percent.
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